Loscam Pallet Pooling Incentive Brings Yihaodian and Walch Together
China’s famous cleaning compounds & supplies company, Whealthfields Lohmann（Guangzhou）Co., Ltd
(Walch) has successfully launched palletized delivery with leading e-commerce company Yihaodian, using
Loscam’s pallet pooling system.
Walch-Yihaodian pallet-transfer model is far more efficient than non palletized or exchange systems and is
a milestone in China pallet pooling, as pallet transfer models are standard in overseas retail distribution
systems and help to drive lower costs for all supply chain participants.
The pallet transfer system enables companies to save time and money as trucks do not need to be
manually unloaded as the pallet transfers from the suppliers account to the receivers account, greatly
enhancing the efficiency of goods receiving and removing transportation cost for empty pallet return and
creating clear lines for pallet responsibility.
The pallet transfer system marks a significant milestone for pallet pooling in China’s retail industry, as it not
only enables the transfer of the pallets contractual rights along the supply chain, but also makes the free
physical flow of pallets along the supply chain possible.
Mr. Patrick Chan, Loscam Greater China Sales Director said “To encourage more participation from industry
players for the pallet transfer system, Loscam launched its palletized delivery incentive scheme last year.
The Walch-Yihaodian project is one of the cases benefiting from the incentive scheme. I’d like to urge more
retail industry players to join us in this palletized delivery initiative”.
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